Litepaper

Opportunity 

The $1 Trillion GameFi/ NFT gaming market is still massively untapped
with a mere $4.7 billion in revenue in 2021. QDEx Labs’™ revolutionary
technology enables the KRYPTI™ ecosystem to lead the charge and take
full advantage of this opportunity by becoming an early GameFi leader
and creating the first fully integrative metaverse.


Recently, many metaverse initiatives have gained popularity by promising
decentralized virtual and/or augmented reality experiences. However, this
has led to hundreds of isolated ecosystems with little to no
interoperability for players due to current technological limitations. 


KRYPTI’s cutting-edge proprietary technology, paired with a strong
network of strategic partners (QDEx Labs | TSSYRQ™ Network |
Cryptagion™) with an aligned vision, has made it possible to fill that gap
and provide the infrastructure necessary to enable a true metaverse. 


Experience the world’s first deeply integrated, decentralized ecosystem
by stepping into the future of gaming with the Kryptiverse™.
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Gameplay

KRYPTI is an ultra-realistic, first-person shooter set in a post-apocalyptic
world where players must rebuild as they help restore humanity by
mastering their skills in combat, leadership, self-preservation, and fighting
to survive.



The game features cutting-edge graphics through real-time rendering with
immersive gameplay and allows for full ownership of digital assets. Making it
the first integrative metaverse gaming experience to date.



Customize your adventure by choosing from hundreds of different skills,
tools, weapons, and armor. Compete against other players online in a variety
of game modes for precious resources, and gear. There is also a PvE mode
where players can join forces with faction members to complete missions,
take on powerful enemies, and acquire items trivial to their success.
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Genesis NFT 

The AiRM 

The Genesis KRYPTI NFT collection will consist of 1,777 AiRMs™ (Artificially
Intelligent Rooting Mechanisms) offered exclusively via invite-only mint. This
prestigious collection will be reserved for those most dedicated to rebuilding
humanity. AiRM NFT holders receive exclusive benefits in-game (KRYPTI) as
well as throughout the entire Kryptiverse Gaming Ecosystem and QDEx.



Significant utility for the AiRM will be live immediately upon the mint of the
NFT and will continue to expand as our ecosystem grows, and the game
develops. The initial utility includes: 



Kryptiverse Gaming Ecosystem Benefits:

- Reduced NFT marketplace fees

- Bonus staking & airdrop rewards

- Exclusive beta access for new features



QDEx App Premium Access: 

- Ability to easily mint your own NFTs

- Access to on-chain analytics & research dashboard

- Exclusive beta access for new features



QDEx Marketplace Benefits:

- Reduced DEX fees

- NFT rarity analytics

- Bonus LP rewards



KRYPTI In-game Benefits:

- Playable Avatar NFT airdrop and eligibility for future token and NFT airdrops

- Allowlist and/or discounts for future sales

- Exclusive game beta access (Coming Q4 2022)
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The Kryptiverse
By joining the KRYPTI community, players will be among the first to
experience the Kryptiverses' revolutionary capabilities while setting the
foundation for the future of gaming. 


The underlying technology caters to all knowledge & skill levels.

Anybody can participate in the building of the first interactive, hyperrealistic metaverse.

Developers can let their imaginations run wild in the Kryptiverse. See
what this tech stack has to offer!

Skills aside, if you can dream it, you can build it.
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Technology
The Kryptiverse’s powerful underlying technology lays the foundation for an incredible

player experience, expansive creation opportunities, stunning ultra-realistic graphics,

and complete ownership of your assets. We've chosen technology partners that

enable unprecedented speed, unmatched security, and next-level metaverse

capabilities through disruptive interoperability, scalability, and sustainability. 


QDEx Labs



The most advanced, intelligent, secure, digital infrastructure technology on
the planet is being built by QDEx Labs. The QNTYM Railway will provide the
digital backbone - the 'space-age railway' - required for the future network.



Despite the recent hype, technical limitations have prevented a true
metaverse from being built. The necessary supporting technologies for its
existence had not been developed. Chuck Brooks, named "Top Tech Person
To Follow" by LinkedIn, recently published an article about our underlying
technology being the solution.






TSSYRQ



A novel, decentralized network architecture tailor-made to meet the
demands and requirements that are inherent to a proper Web3 environment
and subsequently, a hyper-realistic, fully interactive Metaverse.

The 3‐Node

architecture that has been created is specifically optimized to allow for this
possibility with all its complexities to be realized today! 



KRYPTI showcases the capabilities of this decentralized network that is
purpose-built to proliferate Web3, and by default, a hyper‐realistic
Metaverse.
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Technology
Unreal Engine 5


Unreal Engine 5 focuses on creating
incredibly realistic, detailed open
worlds. The engine's rapid communitywide adoption as an open-source
solution made it a no-brainer for
KRYPTI. Unreal will be the foundation
for the community's creator tool, as well
as provide support for player-generated
content at all levels.





Ogee Studios


Ogee Studio specializes in the design
and development of compelling, modern,
rich user experiences (UX) and
interactive visualizations for complex
information systems. Our partnership
provides our community with an easy-touse experience with hassle-free
onboarding and navigation of the
ecosystem.
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Value Proposition
Problem
Outdated security standards

Lack of 100% individual digital ownership

High energy consumption

Slow network and transaction speed

Metaverse’s barrier to entry for easy building and scaling

Lots of separate “Metaverses” with little to no integration



Solution
Quantum Secure

Fully Decentralized | Peer-to-Peer Exchange | Unique Ledger

Sustainability ~ Consumes exponentially less energy 

0.5-microsecond transaction speeds

Capped by current technological limitations

First network capable of Microtransactions required to cultivate a true opensource metaverse. Enabling any user to build digital assets quickly and easily,
regardless of technical skill level. 

Deep Integration

Bridging all aspects of individual ecosystems, across all networks, into one
true interoperable Metaverse
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Developer Notes: This is just a rough draft of some ideas we had for the game.

We are still in the early stages of development and nothing is finalized.
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